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A flight is considered to be delayed when it arrives 15 or more minutes later than scheduled.
Delays attributed to the National Airspace System are one of the most common type of delays.
Such delays may be caused by Traffic Management Initiatives (TMI) such as Ground Stops
(GS), issued at affected airports. Ground Stops are implemented to control air traffic volume
to specific airports where the projected traffic demand is expected to exceed the airports’
acceptance rate over a short period of time due to conditions such as inclement weather, volume
constraints, closed runways, etc. Ground Stops can be considered to be the strictest Traffic
Management Initiative (TMI), particularly because all flights destined to affected airports are
grounded until conditions improve. Efforts have been made over the years to reduce the impact
of TrafficManagement Initiatives on airports and flight operations. However, these efforts have
largely focused on otherTrafficManagement Initiatives such asGroundDelay Programs (GDP),
due to their frequency and duration compared to Ground Stops. Limited work has also been
carried out on Ground Stops because of the limited amount of time that traffic management
personnel often have between planning and implementing Ground Stops and external factors
that influence decisions of trafficmanagement personnel. Consequently, this research primarily
focuses on the prediction of weather-related Ground Stops at Newark Liberty International
(EWR) and LaGuardia (LGA) airports, with the secondary goal of gaining insights into factors
that influence their occurrence. It is expected that this research will provide stakeholders with
further insights into factors that influence the occurrence of weather-related Ground Stops at
both airports. This is achieved by benchmarking Machine Learning algorithms in order to
identify the best suited algorithm(s) for the predictionmodels, and identifying andanalyzing key
factors that influence the occurrence of weather-related Ground Stops at both airports. This is
achieved by 1) fusing data from the Traffic Flow Management System (TFMS) and Automated
Surface Observing Systems (ASOS) datasets, and 2) leveraging supervised Machine Learning
algorithms to predict the occurrence of weather-related Ground Stops. The performance of
these algorithms is evaluated using balanced accuracy, and identifies the Boosting Ensemble
algorithm as the best suited algorithm for predicting the occurrence of Ground Stops at EWR
and LGA. Further analysis also revealed that model performance is significantly better when
using balanced datasets compared to imbalanced datasets.
I. Nomenclature
AAR = Airport Arrival Rates
ASPM = Aviation System Performance Metrics
ASOS = Automated Surface Observing Systems
CASSIE = Computing Analytics and Shared Services Integrated Environment
CSV = Comma-Separated Value
EDCT = Expected Departure Clearance Times
EW R = Newark Liberty International Airport
F AA = Federal Aviation Administration
FI X M = Flight Information Exchange Model
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FN = False Negative
FP = False Positive
GDP = Ground Delay Program
GS = Ground Stop
LGA = New York La Guardia Airport
N AS = National Airspace System
NT ML = National Traffic Management Log
SMOTE = Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique
T AF = Terminal Aerodrome Forecast
TFMS = Traffic Flow Management System
T MI = Traffic Management Initiative
T N = True Negative
TP = True Positive
II. Introduction and Motivation
Traffic Management Initiatives (TMI) are implemented by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to balancedemand and capacity in a constrained area of the National Airspace System (NAS) [1–4]. These constraints can be
attributed to inclement weather, volume constraints, equipment failures, runway-related incidents, etc. From Figure
1, it can be seen that in 2017, the National Airspace System was mainly constrained because of inclement weather,
followed by volume and closed runways. A better understanding of the impacts of such constraints on airports and flight
operations can be achieved by analyzing Traffic Management Initiatives (TMI) such as Ground Stops.
Fig. 1 Breakdown of causes of constraints in the National Airspace System (2017) [5]
A. Ground Stops
Ground Stops are TMI that are implemented to control air traffic volume to a specific airport where the projected
traffic demand is expected to exceed the airport’s acceptance rate for a short period of time due to conditions such as
inclement weather, volume constraints, etc [6]. Whenever Ground Stops are issued, en-route flights are kept in airborne
holding patterns or diverted, while flights that are yet to depart are grounded until the Ground Stop is terminated. This
makes it difficult for airlines and passengers to determine departure times for affected flights because flights are not
assigned runway release times, called Expected Departure Clearance Times (EDCT) [7]. Furthermore, if the duration
of a Ground Stop is extended due to inaccurate predictions or a lack of improvement in airport conditions, airlines
and passengers alike may incur additional delays. Figure 2 provides a breakdown of the incidence of Ground Stops at
OPSNET 45 airports [8] in 2017. In particular, it shows that Ground Stops were predominantly caused by inclement
weather conditions at majority of these airports.
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Fig. 2 Breakdown of Ground Stops by airport in 2017 [9]
Ground Stops can be considered to to be the strictest form of Traffic Management Initiatives, as they are only
implemented as a last resort to ensure that the affected area of the NAS remains safe in spite of the constraint(s). This
severely impacts airport and flight operations as all flights to the affected airport are not permitted to land until conditions
improve. Furthermore, a Ground Stop at one airport may impact operations at other airports or the entire National
Airspace System (NAS) due to the propagation of delays in the National Airspace System (NAS). The implementation of
Ground Stops can also be considered to be more complicated compared to other Traffic Management Initiatives due to
the limited amount of time that traffic management personnel often have between planning and implementing a Ground
Stop. The complex nature of Ground Stops is further compounded by the severity of conditions at hand, as well as
external factors such as airline-related delays, that influence decisions of traffic management personnel. Consequently,
little work has been done to predict Ground Stops.
B. Review of prior research related to Ground Stops (GS)
Wang [10] used Ground Stop data from the National Traffic Management Log (NTML) database, airport data from
the Aviation System Performance Metrics (ASPM) database, and weather data from the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC)
database, to predict the occurrence of weather-related Ground Stops using the Ensemble Bagging Decision Tree Machine
Learning algorithm. Even though the model had an accuracy of 85%, the model’s performance could be improved by
benchmarking Machine Learning algorithms to identify the best suited algorithm for the prediction model.
Although other efforts related to reducing the impact of Traffic Management Initiatives on airports and flight
operations have largely focused on other TMI such as Ground Delay Programs (GDP) and Reroutes [2–4, 11–14],
limited work has been carried out on Ground Stops. Consequently, this research focuses on benchmarking Machine
Learning algorithms to identify a suitable algorithm for predicting the occurrence of weather-related Ground Stops.
Prior work related to Traffic Management Initiatives has also involved using heavily imbalanced datasets [3] which
produced poorly performing prediction models. This research addresses this gap by reducing the imbalanced nature of
data used. The need for utilizing balanced datasets for Machine Learning purposes is also highlighted by comparing the
performance of prediction models developed with imbalanced and balanced datasets using metrics such as balanced
accuracy.
Finally, Ground Stops can be considered to be the strictest Traffic Management Initiative. The implementation of
Ground Stops in congested areas of the National Airspace System such as the airspace around New York City [15, 16]
further constrains operations. Consequently, predicting and analyzing the occurrence of weather-related Ground Stops
at two airports in the New York City airspace: Newark Liberty International (EWR) and LaGuardia (LGA) airports may
provide a means for stakeholders to make more informed decisions to improve operations in that airspace. This research
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will also lay out a framework for future studies at other airports as the same analysis can be replicated for other airports.
C. Research Objectives
As previously mentioned, Ground Stops can be considered to be the strictest Traffic Management Initiative,
particularly because all flights to affected airports are grounded until the Ground Stop is terminated. This disrupts
flight operations not only to the affected airport, but may also have an impact on operations in the National Airspace
System (NAS). Several factors including weather conditions as well as external factors influencing the decisions of
traffic management personnel are considered prior to and during the implementation of Ground Stops. Consequently, the
overaching objective of this research is to predict and analyze the occurrence of Ground Stops using weather conditions,
and to provide insights which may assist stakeholders to better understand, plan, and implement Ground Stops. This
objective can be divided into four parts:
1) Predict the occurrence of weather-related Ground Stops at EWR and LGA by benchmarking Machine Learning
algorithms
2) Highlight the benefit or need for using balanced datasets by evaluating the performance of prediction models
developed with imbalanced and balanced datasets
3) Identify key factors that influence the occurrence of Ground Stops at EWR and LGA so as to help stakeholders
make better decisions
4) Determine if the prediction models should be on an individual airport basis
The remainder of this paper discusses the methodology used for this research and obtained results. Sections III, IV,
and V discuss the methodology used, obtained results, and concluding remarks and future work.
III. Methodology
Figure 3 provides an overview of the methodology used to address the aforementioned research objectives.The
remainder of this section discusses each step of the methodology in detail.
Fig. 3 Overview of Methodology
A. Identify datasets
The following datasets containing information about Ground Stops and weather conditions are leveraged and used
for this research:
• Traffic Flow Management System (TFMS)
• Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS)
1. Traffic Flow Management System (TFMS)
The Traffic Flow Management System (TFMS) is used to plan and execute traffic flow management initiatives
to ensure that demand and capacity are balanced in the National Airspace System [17]. TFMS data is transmitted
in two streams. The first stream, TFMS Flight, contains initial flight plan messages, amended flight plan messages,
departure and arrival time notifications, flight cancellation messages, boundary crossing messages, and track position
reports. The second stream, TFMS Flow, provides data on traffic flow management initiatives such as Ground Stops,
Reroutes, Airspace Flow Programs, etc [17]. These datasets are obtained from the FAA’s Computing Analytics and
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Shared Services Integrated Environment (CASSIE), which brings FAA divisions, partners, and stakeholders together in
a shared services environment consisting of Big Data, computing power, and analytical tools [18]. Ground Stop data
provided by the TFMS dataset includes:
• Start and end dates and times of the Ground Stop
• Advisory Number
• Cause of Ground Stop (weather, volume, equipment, runway, other)
• Details of Ground Stop (wind, snow, runway construction, etc.)
• Probability of extending Ground Stop (low, medium, high)
• Affected airport
2. Automated Surface Observing Systems (ASOS)
The Automated Surface Observing Systems (ASOS) dataset provides weather data at airports which is widely
used by meteorologists, climatologists, hydrologists, and aviation weather experts [19, 20]. The ASOS dataset con-
tains actual weather data recorded at five minute intervals and provides the following weather parameters for each airport:
• Date and time
• Air temperature (Fahrenheit)
• Dew point temperature (Fahrenheit)
• Relative humidity (%)
• Wind direction (degrees)
• Wind speed (knots)
• Precipitation (inches)
• Pressure altimeter (inches)
• Sea level pressure (millibars)
• Visibility (statute miles)
• Wind gusts (knots)
• Cloud coverage type (overcast, scattered etc.) and altitude (feet)
• Ice accretion over 1, 3, and 6 hours (inches)
• Peak wind gust (knots)
• Peak wind direction (degrees)
The ASOS data used for this research was obtained from the ASOS database and downloaded in csv format [21].
B. Parse data
In order to utilize the data required for this research, the datasets should be converted from their raw formats into
useful formats, and the necessary data extracted. This subsection covers the steps taken to parse the datasets.
1. Traffic Flow Management System (TFMS)
The Traffic Flow Mangement System (TFMS) datasets are stored in Flight Information Exchange Model (FIXM)
[22] format, which is widely used for storing and transmitting aviation data. These datasets, which are stored as hourly
files contain advisories generated during that hour, and need to be parsed from FIXM format to csv format. FIXM
files have schema files which dictate the structure of the files. Consequently, FIXM files should be parsed using their
respective schema to ensure that all required fields are extracted in their correct format. This is done using a Python
[23] parser developed by Mangortey et al. [2], which follows the process highlighted in Figure 4 and is described below:
1) Since the datasets are comprised of advisories generated within the hour, there is no way to distinguish between
the beginning of the file and the end of the file. Thus, it is important to enclose each file with a header and footer
such as <root > and <\root >, respectively, to ensure that each file has unique starting and end points
2) Extract the schema location from the xsd file. The schema location is typically of the format "xlmns:......"
3) Parse the FIXM file using the ElementTree [24] Application Program Interface (API)
4) Extract "Active" weather and volume-related Ground Stop advisories for EWR and LGA airports
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Fig. 4 FIXM to JSON conversion process
5) Store each Ground Stop advisory as a row in a csv file
Ground Stop advisories in the TFMS dataset can be of three forms:
1) Proposed: Ground Stop has been announced but has not been commenced
2) Active: Ground Stop is ongoing
3) Cancelled: Ground Stop has been terminated
Active Ground Stops advisories at the EWR and LGA airports from January 1 to August 13, 2017 were parsed into csv
format and used for this research.
2. Automated Surface Observing Systems (ASOS)
Automated Surface Observing Systems (ASOS) data was extracted from the ASOS database [25] in csv format. The
following parameters were extracted for EWR and LGA airports from January to August 2017:
• Date and time
• Air Temperature (Fahrenheit)
• Dew Point Temperature (Fahrenheit)
• Relative Humidity (%)
• Wind Direction (Degrees)
• Wind Speed (Knots)
• Precipitation Accumulation (Inches)
• Pressure Altimeter (Inches)
• Visibility (Miles)
• Wind Gusts (Knots)
• Cloud Coverage Type
• Cloud Altitude (Feet)
C. Clean datasets
The next step in the methodology focuses on identifying inconsistent and/or missing data and cleaning the datasets.
1. Traffic Flow Management System (TFMS)
1) The first step of the data cleaning process involves analyzing the data to ensure that fields are in their appropriate
formats and do not contain any missing values or non-alphanumeric characters
2) The next step involves removing duplicate Ground Stop advisories. Duplicate advisories exist because TFMS
occasionally stores the same Ground Stop advisory multiple times
3) The duration and scope of an ongoing Ground Stop may be modified whenever conditions change. This leads to
overlapping Ground Stop advisories which is inaccurate. In order to address this inconsistency, the end time of
the initial Ground Stop advisory is set as the start time of the new Ground Stop advisory as seen in Figure 5. In
particular it shows that the start time of advisory number 0117 is prior to the end time of advisory number 0071.
Thus, the end time of advisory number 0071 is set as the start time of advisory number 0117.
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Fig. 5 Updating the end dates and times of updated active Ground Stop advisories
2. Automated Surface Observing Systems (ASOS)
The ASOS dataset was analyzed to ensure that fields were in their appropriate formats and to identify any fields with
missing values. The ASOS datasets are recorded in five minute intervals. Thus, rows containing missing values were
deleted to ensure uniformity. In addition, fields such as cloud coverage type and altitude, ice accretion, and peak wind
gust and direction were not used for this research as over 80% of these fields contained missing values.
D. Fuse datasets
The next step in the methodology focuses on fusing the TFMS and ASOS datasets for EWR and LGA. Data
Fusion is a method of data analysis that involves fusing data from different sources to produce more consistent and
useful information than that obtained from a single data source [26]. The datasets are fused by date and time, and the
occurrence of a Ground Stop serves as the target of the prediction models. Predictors include weather conditions, month,
and hour of day.
E. Develop prediction models
1. Model generation, validation, and testing
Lantz [27] defines Machine Learning as "the field of study interested in the development of computer algorithms to
transform data into intelligent actions". Machine Learning has been used in the aviation industry to identify parameters
for flight risk identification [28], analyze the coincidence of Ground Delay Programs and Ground Stops [29], classify,
predict, and analyze the daily operations of airports [30], detect flight anomalies during the approach phase [31], etc.
This research focuses on using supervised learning algorithms to develop the prediction models. Supervised learning is
the process of training a Machine Learning model to predict value(s) using other values in the dataset. In particular,
supervised learning algorithms attempt to discover and model the relationship between the value(s) being predicted and
other values (predictors). The supervised learning algorithms benchmarked to identify the best suited algorithm for
predicting the occurrence of Ground Stops are Bagging Ensemble [27], Boosting Ensemble [27], and Random Forests
[27].
Figure 6 provides an overview of the model generation, validation, and testing process. First, the fused dataset is
randomly partitioned into three sets: training, validation and testing. Half of the data is assigned to the training set,
which is used to train the model, one-fourth of the data is assigned to the validation set, which is used to iterate and refine
the model, and one-fourth of the data is assigned to the test set, which is used to generate predictions for evaluations [27].
Fig. 6 Model Generation, Validation and Testing Process
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As mentioned in Section II, a gap to be addressed by this research focuses on highlighting the need for using
balanced datasets when leveraging Machine Learning techniques. This is achieved by developing prediction models
using balanced and imbalanced datasets, and comparing their performance using evaluation metrics. The imbalanced
nature of datasets can be addressed by implementing the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE)
algorithm [32, 33] on the imbalanced dataset. The SMOTE algorithm balances a dataset by increasing the minority
class. This is achieved by randomly selecting a k-nearest-neighbor of each member of the minority class. Implementing
the SMOTE algorithm instead of naively oversampling the minority class ensures that over-fitting is avoided. However,
the SMOTE algorithm cannot be used for very large datasets. Finally, members of the majority class are also randomly
under-sampled to further balance the data.
F. Evaluation
Evaluating the performance of prediction models is an important step as it informs as to how the model will perform
on future data. In the context of a classification problem, such as this one, prediction models can be evaluated using
results obtained from a confusion matrix, which categorizes predictions according to whether they match the actual
value, as seen in Table 1. Performance metrics such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and balanced accuracy are then
computed to assess model performance [27].
Table 1 Confusion Matrix
Actual: GS Actual: No GS
Predicted: GS True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)
Predicted: No GS False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)
True Positive (TP) refers to the correct classification of the class of interest. True Negative (TN) refers to the correct
classification of the class that is not of interest. False Positive (FP) refers to the incorrect classification of the class of
interest. False Negative (FN) refers to the incorrect classification of the class that is not of interest [27].
1. Accuracy
This refers to the ratio of the number of true positives and negatives, to the total number of predictions. Accuracy
varies from 0 to 1 and is specified as [27]:
Accuracy =
TP + T N
TP + T N + FP + FN
2. Sensitivity
This refers to the proportion of true positives that were correctly classified. Sensitivity varies varies from 0 to 1 and





This refers to the proportion of negative examples that were correctly classified. Specificity varies from 0 to 1 and is
specified as [27]:
Speci f icity =
T N
FP + T N
4. Balanced Accuracy
A model might have high accuracy because it correctly predicts the most frequent class, particularly when the
dataset is imbalanced. Balanced accuracy adjusts accuracy by calculating the average of accurate predictions in each
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class [34, 35] and is specified as:
Balanced Accuracy =
Sensitivity + Speci f icity
2
IV. Results & Analysis
This section provides an overview and analysis of results from this research to achieve the following research
objectives:
1) Predict the occurrence of weather-related Ground Stops at EWR and LGA by benchmarking Machine Learning
algorithms
2) Highlight the benefit or need for using balanced datasets by evaluating the performance of prediction models
developed with imbalanced and balanced datasets
3) Identify key factors that influence the occurrence of Ground Stops at EWR and LGA
The fused datasets for EWR and LGA were comprised of weather and Ground Stop data from January 1 to August
13, 2017. The fused EWR dataset was comprised of 5142 cases of No Ground Stops and 306 cases of Ground Stops.
The fused LGA dataset on the other hand was comprised of 4765 cases of No Ground Stops and 385 cases of Ground
Stops. The average training and prediction times for the algorithms were 2 minutes and 23 seconds on a desktop
computer, respectively. The low prediction time indicates that this process is computationally inexpensive can be easily
replicated and implemented.
A. Predicting the occurrence of weather-related Ground Stops
As mentioned previously, the fused data for EWR and LGA was randomly split into three sets: training, validation,
and testing. The training, validation, and testing sets were used to train, tune, and evaluate model performance,
respectively. The SMOTE algorithm was implemented to reduce the imbalanced nature of the EWR training set from
2566 cases of No Ground Stops and 158 cases of Ground Stops to 948 and 1106, respectively. The heavily imbalanced
training set for LGA was comprised of 2381 cases of No Ground Stops and 194 cases of Ground Stops. The SMOTE
algorithm was implemented to reduce the training set’s imbalanced nature to 1164 cases of No Ground Stops and
1358 cases of Ground Stops. The performance of the Bagging Ensemble, Random Forests, and Boosting Ensembles
algorithms with the balanced and imbalanced datasets were then compared with the same testing sets to identify the best
suited algorithm for predicting the occurrence of Ground Stops at EWR and LGA.
1. Bagging Ensemble algorithm
Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 show the confusion matrices for the Bagging Ensemble algorithm with the imbalanced and
balanced EWR and LGA datasets, respectively. The confusion matrices show that the Bagging Ensemble algorithm
predicted fewer cases of Ground Stops with the imbalanced dataset compared to the balanced dataset. This can be
attributed to the fact that the models were trained with a significantly larger number of No Ground Stop cases. Thus, the
models were more likely to predict No Ground Stop cases.
Table 2 Imbalanced EWR dataset
Actual GS Actual NoGS
Predicted GS 26 4
Predicted No GS 50 1281
Table 3 Balanced EWR dataset
Actual GS Actual NoGS
Predicted GS 55 338
Predicted No GS 21 947
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Table 4 Imbalanced LGA dataset
Actual GS Actual NoGS
Predicted GS 49 10
Predicted No GS 43 1186
Table 5 Balanced LGA dataset
Actual GS Actual NoGS
Predicted GS 73 61
Predicted No GS 19 1135
Tables 6 and 7 provide a comparison of the performance of the algorithm with the imbalanced and balanced datasets
using evaluation metrics. In particular, they show that the the models had higher accuracy with the imbalanced datasets.
However, this assessment is not accurate as the models predicted majority of No Ground Stop cases and failed to
predict majority of Ground Stop cases. Balanced accuracy thus serves as a more appropriate metric for assessing model
performance as it averages the number of accurate predictions in each class. In addition, it can be seen that models
had higher balanced accuracy with the balanced dataset compared to the imbalanced dataset. This highlights a benefit
of using balanced datasets compared to imbalanced datatsets. Finally, it can be seen the model performance with the
Bagging Ensemble algorithm for LGA was better compared to EWR.
Table 6 Comparison of the performance of the Bagging Ensemble algorithmwith the imbalanced and balanced
EWR datasets




Balanced Accuracy 0.6695 0.7303
Table 7 Comparison of the performance of the Bagging Ensemble algorithmwith the imbalanced and balanced
LGA datasets




Balanced Accuracy 0.7621 0.8712
2. Random Forests algorithm
Tables 8, 9, 10, and 11 show the confusion matrices for the Random Forests algorithm with the imbalanced and
balanced EWR and LGA datasets, respectively. Tables 12 and 13 also provide a comparison of the performance of
the algorithm with the imbalanced and balanced datasets with evaluation metrics. Similarly to the Bagging Esemble
algorithm, the prediction models better predicted the occurrence of Ground Stops and had higher balanced accuracy
with the balanced datasets compared to the imbalanced datasets. Finally, model performance was also better for LGA
compared to EWR.
Table 8 Imbalanced EWR dataset
Actual GS Actual NoGS
Predicted GS 26 4
Predicted No GS 50 1281
Table 9 Balanced EWR dataset
Actual GS Actual NoGS
Predicted GS 47 99
Predicted No GS 29 1186
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Table 10 Imbalanced LGA dataset
Actual GS Actual NoGS
Predicted GS 57 3
Predicted No GS 35 1193
Table 11 Balanced LGA dataset
Actual GS Actual NoGS
Predicted GS 73 17
Predicted No GS 19 1179
Table 12 Comparison of the performance of the Random Forests algorithm with the imbalanced and balanced
EWR datasets




Balanced Accuracy 0.6695 0.7707
Table 13 Comparison of the performance of the Random Forests algorithm with the imbalanced and balanced
LGA datasets




Balanced Accuracy 0.8085 0.8896
3. Boosting Ensemble algorithm
Tables 14, 15, 16, and 17 show the confusion matrices for the Boosting Ensemble algorithm with the imbalanced
and balanced EWR and LGA datasets, respectively. Tables 18 and 19 also provide a comparison of the performance
of the algorithm with the imbalanced and balanced datasets. Similarly to the Bagging Ensemble and Random Forest
algorithms, the prediction models better predicted the occurrence of Ground Stops and had higher balanced accuracy
with the balanced datasets compared to the imbalanced datasets. Finally, model performance was also better for LGA
compared to EWR.
Table 14 Imbalanced EWR dataset
Actual GS Actual NoGS
Predicted GS 31 7
Predicted No GS 45 1278
Table 15 Balanced EWR dataset
Actual GS Actual NoGS
Predicted GS 49 70
Predicted No GS 27 1215
Table 16 Imbalanced LGA dataset
Actual GS Actual NoGS
Predicted GS 74 4
Predicted No GS 18 1192
Table 17 Balanced LGA dataset
Actual GS Actual NoGS
Predicted GS 80 27
Predicted No GS 12 1169
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Table 18 Comparison of the performance of the Boosting Ensemble algorithm with the imbalanced and
balanced EWR datasets




Balanced Accuracy 0.7012 0.7951
Table 19 Comparison of the performance of the Boosting Ensemble algorithm with the imbalanced and
balanced LGA datasets




Balanced Accuracy 0.9 0.9235
B. Identification of suitable algorithm for predicting the occurrence of Ground Stops
Figures 7 and 8 provide a comparison of the performance of Machine Learning algorithms in predicting the
occurrence of Ground Stops at EWR and LGA, using Balanced Accuracy. The comparison shows that the algorithms
performed better with the balanced datasets. It also shows that the Boosting Ensemble algorithm is the best suited for
predicting the occurrence of Ground Stops at EWR and LGA.
Fig. 7 Comparison of Machine Learning algorithms using Balanced Accuracy for EWR
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Fig. 8 Comparison of Machine Learning algorithms using Balanced Accuracy for LGA
C. Ranking of predictors
Ranking predictors in order of their importance provides further insight into how predictors influence the performance
of the prediction models. This subsection provides a comparison of predictor importance of the three Machine Learning
algorithms with the balanced and imbalanced EWR and LGA datasets.
Figures 13 and 14 in the Appendix show the ranking of predictor importance for the prediction models developed
with the Bagging Ensemble algorithm for EWR and LGA, respectively. Figure 13 shows that the ranking of predictor
importance for EWR differed considerably with the balanced and imbalanced datasets. It also shows that model
performance with the balanced dataset was primarily influenced by Hour, followed by Precipitation and Pressure
Altimeter. However, predictor importance was distributed across parameters with the imbalanced dataset. Figure
14 shows that model performance with the balanced and imbalanced LGA datasets was largely influenced by three
predictors: Hour, Month, and Pressure Altimeter. It also shows that the predictors were ranked almost similarly with the
balanced and imbalanced LGA datasets.
Figures 15 and 16 in the Appendix show the ranking of predictor importance for the prediction models developed
with the Random Forests algorithm for EWR and LGA, respectively. Figure 15 shows that the model developed with the
balanced EWR dataset was primarily influenced by Hour. However, the model developed with the imbalanced EWR
dataset was influenced by multiple predictors. It also shows that the predictors were ranked almost similarly with the
balanced and imbalanced EWR datasets. On the other hand, Figure 16 shows that model performance with the balanced
and imbalanced LGA datasets was largely influenced by three predictors in the same order: Pressure Altimeter, Hour,
and Month.
Figures 9 and 10 show the ranking of predictor importance for the prediction models developed with the Boosting
Ensemble algorithm for EWR and LGA, respectively. They show that the ranking of predictors of the models developed
with the balanced and imbalanced was similar for both, EWR and LGA.
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(a) Imbalanced EWR dataset (b) Balanced EWR dataset
Fig. 9 EWR predictor importance with Boosting Ensemble algorithm
(a) Imbalanced LGA dataset (b) Balanced LGA dataset
Fig. 10 LGA predictor importance with Boosting Ensemble algorithm
The ranking of predictors across the three Machine Learning algorithms with the balanced and imbalanced datasets
for LGA and EWR were then compared to identify any similarities and/or differences. This comparison revealed that
Hour, Month, and Pressure Altimeter were the key predictors across all algorithms with the balanced and imbalanced
LGA datasets. Hour and Pressure Altimeter were also identified as the key predictors across all algorithms with the
balanced and imbalanced EWR datasets. The comparison also identified Visibility as the most common, least influential
predictor of the balanced EWR and LGA datasets, across all algorithms. Precipitation was identified as the most
common, least influential predictor of the imbalanced EWR and LGA datasets, across all algorithms.
Tables 20 and 21 provide the average ranking of the key predictors in order of importance across the three Machine
Learning algorithms with the balanced and imbalanced datasets for LGA and EWR, respectively. Table 20 shows that
the average ranking of predictors was similar with the balanced and imbalanced LGA datasets. However, Table 21
shows that the average ranking of predictors differs between the balanced and imbalanced EWR datasets. Both tables
also show that except for Hour and Pressure Altimeter, the average ranking of predictors differs at EWR and LGA. This
may explain the difference in the performance of the Machine Learning algorithms with the EWR and LGA datasets.
However, further analysis is required to better understand the differences in the average ranking of EWR and LGA
predictors, and will be carried out as part of future work. This observation also indicates the prediction models should
be on an individual airport basis.
This analysis provides an explanation for the variation in the performance of the Machine Learning algorithms. It
also provides insight into predictors that influence the occurrence of Ground Stop at EWR and LGA.
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Table 20 Ranking of key predictors for LGA
Balanced dataset Imbalanced dataset




Wind Direction Relative Humidity
Wind Speed Wind Speed
Relative Humidity Dew Point & Visibility
Precipitation Precipitation & Tempera-
ture
Temperature Wind Gusts
Visibility & Dew Point
Wind Gusts
Table 21 Ranking of key predictors for EWR
Balanced dataset Imbalanced dataset
Hour Pressure Altimeter





Wind Direction Wind Gusts




D. Analysis of the distribution of predictors
Analyzing the distribution of predictors can also be used to gain insights into, and validate the ranking of predictor
importance. Figure 11 show the distribution of predictors of the balanced dataset for EWR using density plots. In
particular, it shows that the distribution of No Ground Stop cases across all hours remains relatively constant while the
occurrence of Ground Stops is much higher in the latter hours of the day. Figure 11 also shows that there are some
variations in the distribution of Pressure Altimeter, Dew Point, Temperature, Relative Humidity, and Wind Direction
between Ground Stop and Non-Ground Stop cases. Table 21 shows that the aforementioned parameters with variations
in their distributions influenced the performance of the prediction models. However, the differences in the distributions
of these parameters between Ground Stop and No Ground Stop cases is smaller, compared to that of Hour, and may
explain why Hour is the highest, average ranked predictor. The distributions of No Ground Stop and Ground Stop cases
of parameters such as Wind Gusts, Wind Speed and Visibility were very similar, validating their ranking as the least
influential predictors.
Fig. 11 Distribution of EWR predictors using a density plot
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Figure 12 show the distribution of predictors of the balanced dataset for LGA using density plots. Similar to EWR,
the occurrence of Ground Stops is much higher in the latter hours of the day. There are also significant variations
in the distribution of Month, Pressure Altimeter, Wind Direction, and Relative Humidity between Ground Stop and
No Ground Stop cases. These predictors with significant variations in their distributions are consistent with the top
predictors identified from the average ranking of key predictors in Table 20. It can also be seen that the distributions of
predictors is a lot smoother in the EWR dataset compared to the LGA. This variation provides an explanation for the
differences in the performance of the algorithms with the EWR and LGA datasets, and the average ranking of predictors.
The significant variations in the distributions of Ground Stop and No Ground Stop cases with the LGA dataset enables
the algorithms to better predict the occurrence of Ground Stops.
Fig. 12 Distribution of LGA predictors using a density plot
E. Summary of Findings
Below are a summary of findings obtained from this research:
1) The Boosting Ensemble algorithm was identified as the best suited algorithm for predicting the occurrence of
weather-related Ground Stops at EWR and LGA
2) The prediction model for LGA performed better than the model for EWR because of differences in the distributions
of parameters between Ground Stop and No Ground Stops cases
3) The Machine Learning algorithms performed better with the balanced datasets
4) The ranking of predictor importance revealed that different factors, except for Hour and Pressure Altimeter,
influenced the prediction of the occurrence of Ground Stops at EWR and LGA. This is due to differences in the
distributions of parameters between Ground Stop and No Ground Stops case
5) The prediction models should be on an individual airport basis due to the variations in predictor importance
6) Low training and prediction times indicate that this process is not computationally expensive and can be replicated
with additional airports and over a wider range of dates to be deployed for real-time use by stakeholder
V. Conclusion and Future Work
Ground Stops are Traffic Management Initiatives that are implemented to control air traffic volume to specific
airports where the projected traffic demand is expected to exceed the airports’ acceptance rate over a short period
of time due to conditions such as inclement weather, volume constraints, closed runways, etc. Ground Stops can be
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considered to be the strictest Traffic Management Initiative as all flights to the affected airport are grounded. However,
limited work has been carried out on Ground Stops because of the limited amount of time that traffic management
personnel often have between planning and implementing Ground Stops and external factors that influence decisions
of traffic management personnel. This research thus focuses on predicting weather-related Ground Stops at Newark
Liberty International (EWR) and LaGuardia (LGA) airports, with the secondary goal of gaining insights into factors
that influence their occurrence. The fusion of the Traffic Flow Management System (TFMS) and Automated Surface
Observing Systems (ASOS) datasets, and the benchmarking of Machine Learning algorithms identified the Boosting
Ensemble algorithm as the best suited algorithm for predicting the occurrence of Ground Stops at EWR and LGA.
The SMOTE algorithm was also leveraged to determine that imbalanced datasets lead to poorly performing prediction
models, compared to balanced datasets. Analysis of predictor importance also revealed that different factors influenced
the occurrence of Ground Stops at EWR and LGA. Future work will focus on determining if a single or airport-type
prediction model can be developed to predict and analyze the occurrence of Ground Stops at multiple airports. Future
work will also focus on exploring the differences in the performances of the prediction models and the ranking of
predictor importance, with the EWR and LGA datasets.
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Appendix
(a) Imbalanced EWR dataset (b) Balanced EWR dataset
Fig. 13 EWR predictor importance with Bagging Ensemble algorithm
(a) Imbalanced LGA dataset (b) Balanced LGA dataset
Fig. 14 LGA predictor importance with Bagging Ensemble algorithm
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(a) Imbalanced EWR dataset (b) Balanced EWR dataset
Fig. 15 EWR predictor importance with Random Forests algorithm
(a) Imbalanced LGA dataset (b) Balanced LGA dataset
Fig. 16 LGA predictor importance with Random Forests algorithm
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